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Abstract 

 

Enhancing the Military Decision Making Process with a simple Multi-

Attribute Scoring Heuristic using Distance functions (SMASH-D) 

 

 

 

 

Lawrence Randall Nunn, MSE 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2010 

 

Supervisor:  J. Wesley Barnes 

 

In this article, I discuss a new methodology for course of action comparisons 

within the Military Decision Making Process MDMP. I discuss the problem with the 

current methodology used to compare and recommend courses of action to operational or 

tactical level commanders, and I describe and demonstrate how using this new 

methodology gives commanders a better tool to select those courses of action. I also 

provide additional analysis of the comparison that can provide the staff and the 

commander with actionable information generated from sensitivity analysis.  
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Chapter 1:  Introduction 

 

The main task of Army Officers is to lead Soldiers by making decisions or by 

aiding in the decision making process. However, very little training is given in the 

specific art or science of decision making. Decision making is the critical skill that will 

ultimately determine the success or failure of an officer and his or her unit. A leader must 

assure a continuous comprehensive view of the battle field and the relationship between 

his Soldiers and the enemy. Well considered and timely decisions made by 

Commissioned Officers give Non Commissioned Officers and their Soldiers the most 

time to prepare and rehearse the execution of those decisions. Besides having the charter 

to make good decisions, Officers bear the ultimate moral responsibility for their 

decisions. Given this information, it would be natural to assume that the Army has an 

extensive educational program in the art and science of decision making. Young 

lieutenants are trained in the Officer Basic Course in the standard Troop Leading 

Procedures:(1) Receive the Mission, (2) Issue a warning order, (3) Make a tentative plan, 

(4) Start necessary movement, (5) Reconnoiter, (6) Complete the plan, (7) Issue the 

complete order and (8) Supervise 

 These procedures are a step-by-step guide that walk young leaders through the 

process of preparing for a mission. Unfortunately, the decision making portion of this 

step is given very little attention. The following is an excerpt from the Infantry Rifle 

Platoon and Squad Manual. FM 3-21.8 
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 “Comparison and Selection. If the platoon leader develops more than one Course 

of Action (COA), he must compare them by weighing the specific advantages, 

disadvantages, strengths, and weaknesses of each. These attributes may pertain to the 

accomplishment of the platoon purpose, the use of terrain, the destruction of the enemy, 

or any other aspect of the operation that the platoon leader believes is important. The 

platoon leader uses these factors as his frame of reference in tentatively selecting the best 

COA. He makes the final selection of a COA based on his own analysis.” (Department of 

the Army, 2007) 

 

 The final sentence in the excerpt leaves the young leader without a framework to 

make the decision. Therefore, the decision is made by a person untrained in decision 

making and without a framework or methodology to make the decision. Without that 

methodology, past decisions are difficult to evaluate and it is difficult to learn from past 

mistakes. Further, any retrospective analysis tends to be focused more on the outcome 

than the decision itself. This problem is not solely a junior leader issue. The following 

paragraphs are selections from the Infantry Rifle Company Field Manual and the Army 

Planning and Orders Production Manual, FM 3-21.10. 

 

  “If the leader has developed more than one COA, he must compare them by 

weighing the specific advantages, disadvantages, strengths, and weaknesses of each COA 

as noted during the war game. These attributes may pertain to the accomplishment of the 

unit purpose, the use of terrain, the destruction of the enemy, or any other aspect of the 
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operation that he believes is important. He uses these factors, gained from his relational 

combat power analysis (RCPA) matrix, as his frame of reference in tentatively selecting 

the best COA. He makes the final selection of a COA based on his own judgment, the 

start time of the operation, the Areas of operation, the scheme of maneuver, and 

subordinate unit tasks and purposes.” (Department of the Army, 2006) 

 

 FM 5-0 “3-44. If the operation does not proceed as planned, and adjustments and 

synchronization are not leading to mission accomplishment, the staff conducts a quick 

meeting (i.e., huddle) to develop alternate courses of action (COA). In most cases, the 

Executive Officer (XO) or Operations Officer (S3) conduct a mental wargame to validate 

the COAs. The commander then decides on a COA, and the staff implements the 

decision. The most important staff actions are resynchronizing the War fighting functions 

and disseminating changes to control measures.” (Department of the Army, 2010) 

 

 In FM 3-21.10 the guidance is for the company commander to make the decision 

based on his own judgment. In FM 5-0 there is a little more structure given to the 

decision making process in that the staff conducts a “mental wargame”. There is also a 

decision matrix that requires extremely subjective weights on the inputs of the decisions. 

The nature and possible effect of decisions at this level warrant a more refined and 

systematic methodology for decision making while simultaneously working within the 

constraints of limited time and resources.  
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1.1 PURPOSE 

A good decision can result in a bad outcome, and a bad decision can result in a 

good outcome. Therefore, it is essential to develop a strategy that allows decision makers 

to become proficient in making good decisions and mitigate the negative effects that 

uncertainties can have on the situation. Additionally, this methodology is essential to the 

retrospective analysis of command decisions that is critical to leader development. It is 

essential to provide young military leaders and staff with the tools required to implement 

logical decision making within their planning processes. This report will (1) overview the 

necessary background in decision analysis to encourage military leaders to have 

confidence in its use, (2) provide a new methodology, which can help leaders make 

timely decisions and (3) it will attempt to inspire military officers to further explore the 

field of decision analysis. 

 

The current process used to handle problem solving in most Battalion and Brigade level 

units is the Military Decision Making Process (MDMP). MDMP “is a planning model 

that establishes procedures for analyzing a mission, developing, analyzing, and 

comparing courses of action to criteria of success and each other, selecting the optimum 

course of action, and producing a plan or order. The MDMP applies across the spectrum 

of conflict and range of military operations.” (Department of the Army, 2010)  
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1.2 METHODOLOGY  

 The following chapters will introduce the current military decision making 

methods and discuss opportunities for a more robust decision analysis methodology to 

enhance those methods. Specifically, this report will explore alternatives to the current 

course of action analysis, step 5, in the MDMP, and explore an additional step that 

evaluates decision points for the commander and subordinate commanders. This step will 

primarily focus on assisting subordinate units that may not have the resources to conduct 

a thorough decision analysis. Decision Analysis will be introduced and examples of its 

use will be provided. Finally, software packages and spreadsheet applications developed 

to aid the decision making process will be discussed.  
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Chapter 2: Historical Review 

 

 

2.1 A HISTORY OF MILITARY DECISION MAKING 

 Military commanders in the Army have many tools for commanding their units, 

but perhaps one of the most important is their staff. However, the tools are effective only 

if that staff can work together cohesively to complete their task and provide the 

commander with well considered strategies to complete the mission. One of the tools 

used by Army Staffs is the MDMP. Originally developed by the Army Engineers as a 

method to analyze problems and validate options in dealing with their problems, the 

MDMP has become the primary process used by commanders and their staffs to make 

decisions across the entire spectrum of warfare.  

 

 The history of organized military planning and staff integration can be traced back 

to the Prussian general staff under General Helmuth von Moltke. In addition to being the 

chief of the German general staff in 1857, he is most famous for his quotes: “No plan of 

operations extends with certainty beyond the first encounter with the enemy's main 

strength” and “Strategy is a system of expedients.”  

 

The US can trace the first major use of planning and staff in military operations to 

the civil war; however, the doctrine of these processes was not formalized until World 
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War I. In 1924, 1932 and 1940, the Army’s doctrine on staff procedures and command 

responsibility were further formalized resulting in the first FM 101-5 Staff Officers Field 

Manual. The Army revised its process 5 times between 1940 and 1984. The next revision 

did not occur until 1997 when FM 101-5 was split in to two manuals: FM 5-0 (Army 

planning and Orders Production) and FM 6-0 (Mission Command and Control of Army 

Forces)   These two manuals would serve as the basis for Army planning until 2005 when 

the supplemental for FM 5-0, FMi 5-0.1, was released. Most recently a newer version of 

FM 5-0 was released in March of 2010.  

 

2.2 THE CURRENT MILITARY DECISION MAKING PROCESS 

 Current operations in Iraq and Afghanistan have caused the evolution of Army 

Doctrine to accelerate at a record pace. The availability of lessons learned fresh from the 

battlefield coupled with the convenience of an interconnected digital society have 

provided unprecedented abilities to capture principles that are working on the battle field 

and record them directly into doctrine faster than ever before. For that reason, the Army’s 

current doctrine for its decision making processes, FM 5-0, was just released on 26 

March 2010. Significant changes will be noted in the following explanation of the 

MDMP. 

 

 The military decision making process is a planning methodology used by 

commanders and their staffs to plan, evaluate and publish instructions to subordinate 
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units. It is used for operations across the entire spectrum of war and is a staple in the 

Army community. The MDMP provides a template to coordinate, organize and track the 

planning process of any operation, and those who use it successfully can quickly produce 

a thoroughly validated and synchronized plan for their subordinate units. The MDMP 

also minimizes the chance of overlooking less significant parts of the operation and helps 

identify where contingencies may have to be developed for subsequent operations.  

 

 Figure 1 outlines the steps and the major inputs and outputs occurring at each 

stage of the MDMP process. Young officers will often miss the importance of this step 

because it implies that it is a passive measure where the unit is simply waiting for the 

next mission from their higher headquarters.  
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Figure 1: The steps of the military decision making process (Department of the Army, 
2010) 
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STEP 1: RECEIVE THE M ISSION 

Step 1 can be initiated from a higher headquarters or from a current operation 

which spurs an additional mission. If this mission does come from a higher headquarters, 

the commander and his staff must verify they have all the information as a mission may 

come with 50 or more attached documents. However, the best staffs have a constant 

dialogue with their counterparts at the higher headquarters and should have at least a 

working knowledge of the next mission if not a draft copy.  
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 Figure 2- Step 2. Mission Analysis (Department of the Army, 2010) 
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STEP 2: MISSION ANALYSIS 

Mission Analysis is arguably the most important step in the MDMP. A mistake in the 

analysis can initiate incorrect action making correction very difficult. Furthermore, 

inaccurate staff estimates may cause reliance on combat power that does not exist and/or 

on supplies that are not available. Further, the enemy capabilities may be grossly 

underestimated. In any one of these cases, the operation could be jeopardized and/or 

valuable time and effort could be wasted. Figure 2 presents the major inputs, processes 

and outputs involved Step 2. 

 

Figure 3 - Step 3. COA Development (Department of the Army, 2010) 
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STEP 3: COA DEVELOPMENT 

 During development, the staff uses estimates from the mission analysis and the 

instructions given to them by the commander to develop the independent COAs that are 

feasible, acceptable, suitable, distinguishable and complete. It is very important that each 

COA meet each one of those criteria before moving forward. Figure 3 outlines the major 

inputs, processes and outputs involved in this step.  

 

 

Figure 4 - Step 4. COA Analysis (War Game) (Dept. of the Army, 2010) 

STEP 4: COA ANALYSIS  

During Course of Action analysis or war gaming, the staff synchronizes the 

operation and begins to plan for contingency operations. They also identify weaknesses 

and decision points within the operation. At the end of this step the staff has a better 
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indication of what the operation and the environment will look like and how each war 

fighting function contributes to the operation. In the last version of FM 5-0, step 4 was 

also the step where the staff developed the evaluation criteria which all the developed 

courses of action would be judged against. In the newest version of FM 5-0 the 

evaluation criteria is developed in the mission analysis stage. This shift is consistent with 

the Design Methodology and the Value Focused Thinking methodology discussed in 

chapter 3.  

 

Figure 5 - Step 5. COA Comparison (Department of the Army, 2010) 

  

STEP 5: COA COMPARISON 

The current methodology for COA comparison seeks to: “identify the (COA) with 

the highest probability of success against the most likely enemy COA and the most 

dangerous enemy COA.” (Department of the Army, 2010) This ignores the maximization 
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of utility. It also uses very subjective and primitive measures for each criterion by 

establishing only ordinal rankings. This ranking does not consider the magnitude of 

dominance that one COA may have over another nor does it account for the magnitude of 

importance one criteria may have over another. Most importantly, no attention is directed 

to the range of the criteria which can have profound effects on the decision analysis. 

Figure 5 outlines the major inputs, processes and outputs involved in this step.  

 The actual comparison of the COAs is performed using a Decision matrix. Figure 

6 presents an example of the most detailed Decision matrix currently prescribed by Army 

doctrine in FM 5-0  

 

Figure 6 – The Decision Matrix (Department of the Army, 2010) 
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Additional Decision matrices, as illustrated in Figure 7, can simplify the process even 

further and may be useful when time is simply not available for a detailed mathematical 

evaluation.  

 

Figure 7– COA Advantages and Disadvantages 

STEP 6: COA APPROVAL 

In this step, the staff briefs the commander on the results of Step 5. However, the 

commander must decide if the proposed COA is the one he will choose. Many times 

additional information not considered in this analysis influences the commander’s final 

decision. Therefore, the more detailed the analysis, the better, and any sensitivity 

analysis, including stochastic or deterministic dominance, can be invaluable in the 

commander’s final decision. Unfortunately, with the current method of comparing COAs, 

this level of sensitivity analysis is not possible.  
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STEP 7: ORDERS PRODUCTION  

In Step 7, the staff turns the selected course of action into a clear and concise 

order and distributes it to the subordinate units.  
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Chapter 3: Decision Analysis Applied to Army  

     Operational and Tactical Decisions 

  

 Using the principles of Decision Analysis is not a new concept for the Army. The 

Army’s Operations Research / Systems Analysis (ORSA) have been using these 

principles to solve difficult problems for years, and they continue to refine their 

procedures. (Dees, Dabkowski, & Parnell, 2010)  However, in the operational Army, 

Decision Analysis is not being leveraged to its full extent. In most tactical units, time and 

resources are not available to conduct some of the advanced techniques in decision 

analysis. Units conducting combat operations have even less time and resources to make 

good decisions. Therefore, it is important to establish a framework for the use of any 

Decision Analysis methodology. 

 

In order to use Decision Analysis the user or decision maker has to accept five 

rules that are central to the Decision Analysis methodology. These axioms are used to 

provide consistency as problems become more complex and difficult. However, decision 

analysis at the Army operational and tactical level does not consider probabilities and 

therefore only has to obey the second Axiom or rule: You must be able to order your 

prospects from best to worst. If you prefer A to B (A>B) then A must be higher on the 

list. If you are indifferent to two prospects then they must appear at the same level on 

your list (A=B). Transitivity holds if A>B and B>C then A>C. (Matheson & Howard, 
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1968)  All of the other rules deal directly with probablities which are beyond the scope of 

this report. 

 The MDMP does not consider uncertainty in its comparison of alternatives 

because it is normally done quickly and without the luxury of subject matter experts in 

each category. Additionally, wandering into defining the actions of the enemy in any 

numerical way can force you into the realm of game theory (Cantwell, 2003), which is 

beyond the scope of this report, and has little chance of being adopted at the operational 

or tactical levels. Many of the decisions made at this level would need to be analyzed 

using Multiplayer game theory which in itself would not be very useful because of its 

inability to form coalitions. Situations, like the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, where there 

are hundreds of tribes and factions constantly vying for power and aligning themselves, 

or the United Nations, where treaties and resolutions are at the core of its foundation, 

would make the only useful application of the introduction of quantum game theory. This 

is far beyond the capabilities of the operational and tactical levels of the Army and will 

not be considered in this report. A balance between providing efficient tools that are 

mathematically sound and providing tools that are relatively simple to use and easy to 

understand must be maintained. Commanders will never accept black box solutions or 

solutions that require information that is excessively difficult to obtain. That is why any 

decision methodology that cannot be briefed on a power point slide has little chance of 

actual use at the operational or tactical levels. This is also why value based decisions can 

be more fundamental to a military decision problem than the detailed consideration of 

alternatives. (Keeney, Value- Focused Thinking a Path to Creative Decisionmaking, 
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1992)  “The relative desirability of consequences is a concept based on values. Hence, the 

fundamental notion in decision making should be values, not alternatives. Alternatives 

are a means to achieve the more fundamental values.” (Keeney, Value- Focused Thinking 

a Path to Creative Decisionmaking, 1992)   

 

3.1 GOOD DECISIONS VS. GOOD OUTCOMES 

 Decisions are not synonymous with outcomes. It is possible that a decision maker 

can perform an intensive evaluation of a situation, develop detailed course of actions, 

bring in experts to help determine which qualifies as the best decision, and still have an 

unfavorable outcome. (Matheson & Howard, 1968)  However, this fact does not relieve 

the decision maker from the responsibility to conduct a proper analysis of the situation 

and attempt to make the very best decision possible. Additionally, leaders do not have the 

option to make decisions and walk away from the execution of policies associated with 

that decision. (Bodily & Allen, 1999) Commanders and staff must make good decisions 

and mitigate the impacts of uncertain events that cause bad outcomes which, in turn, may 

undermine mission accomplishment. The Commander’s staff must provide the proper 

analysis and tools to the Commander so that he can allocate and shift resources to the 

appropriate place and time. When this is completed and briefed ahead of time, it provides 

the front line implementers a better understanding of the commander’s intent and gives 

operation supporters time to develop appropriate contingency support packages. By 
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coupling good decision making with coordinated contingency planning, we maximize our 

chances of favorable outcomes and mission accomplishment.  

 

3.2 VALUE FOCUS ED THINKING 

 Value focused thinking determines what your goals are, for any given situation, 

and then assists in the achievement of those goals. It differs from alternative-focused 

thinking because you do not look at the different alternatives available and then d ecide 

amongst them. With value focused thinking you are in a better situation to engineer an 

alternative that is much closer to maximizing your utility. (Keeney, Value- Focused 

Thinking a Path to Creative Decisionmaking, 1992)  

 In the new FM 5-0, the Army has shifted from alternative based decisions, where 

the COA’s were developed and then the evaluation criteria was determined, to a value 

focused methodology which requires commanders and their staff to determine what it is 

they want to accomplish and how they are going to evaluate mission accomplishment 

well before the COA’s are developed. (Department of the Army, 2010)  This new shift in 

thinking is perfectly nested in the value focused thinking methodology and therefore 

opens the door for better Multi-Attribute Decision Making. 
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Chapter 4: Enhancing MDMP with the Principles of Decision Analysis 

 

Figure 8- Adjustment Decision Methods (Department of the Army, 2003) 

 

This methodology is focused on the staff in the planning stages of an operation. It 

is not reasonable to expect frontline decision makers to apply Bayesian probabilities or 

multi-criteria decision making while actively engaged with the enemy. For this reason, 

analysis at this level is preformed in the most time permissive environments by the staff 

and briefed well before the decision has to be made.  

 

4.1 THE PROBLEM WITH STEP 5 

In step five of the MDMP, COA Comparison, the staff compares each of the 

COA’s developed in step 3 to determine which COA they will recommend to the 

commander. An ordinal ranking is given to weight each criterion, and those weights are 
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combined with the ordinal ranking of the value of each criterion for a given COA. The 

value of the COA, V(xj), is computed with the following equation: 

 

V(xj) = wivi(xij )

𝑛

𝑖=1

 

(1) 

 

In this example an operational or tactical level command and staff has decided that the 

attributes important in this decision are Speed, Force Protection, Simplicity and Civil Control. 

The attributes are given their ordinal ranking with Speed being the most important and Civil 

Control being the least important for this operation. The results of this first step are consolidated 

in the Attribute table below.  

 
Attribute Table   

  
Rank (wᵢ) 

A1 Speed 4 

A2 Force Protection 3 

A3 Simplicity 2 

A4 Civil Control 1 

Table 1-Current MDMP Attribute Table  

 

 During step five of the MDMP, COA Analysis, the staff conducted a detail war gaming 

of each course of action and makes judgments on the ordinal ranking of each attribute across each 

COA. The COA’s that performs the best is given a 1 while the COA performing the worst is 

given a value less than or equal to the total number of COAs being considered. 
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Criterion Values Table (𝐯𝐢(𝐱 𝐢𝐣)) 

 
COA1 COA2 COA3 

Speed 3 2 1 

Force Protection 1 2 3 

Simplicity 3 2 1 

Civil Control 2 1 3 

Table 2-Current MDMP Criterion Values Table 

 

 Finally, using equation 1, the value of each COA is calculated. In this example, 

consistent with current Army doctrine, the COA with the lowest value is preferred.  COA 

3 is the best with a value of 18. Figure 9 shows the breakdown of each COA and provides 

insight into what contributed to the success of the preferred COA. 

 

     

COA Values 

Table 𝐯𝐢(𝐱𝐣) 

COA 1 23 

COA 2 19 

COA 3 18 

Table 3-Current MDMP Value Table 
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Figure 9- Current MDMP Decision Matrix Results 

 
 This methodology completely ignores the spread of each attribute. This 

shortcoming can be demonstrated in a simple job search example.  

Bob’s objective is to find the best job. He only has two criteria important to his 

search. The first is location and the second is pay. He assigns weights to his criteria and 

looks for a job. All of the jobs he identifies are a block from each other in the same city, 

but the pay differs dramatically. In this situation, Bob could place too much attention on a 

criterion that does not significantly differ between COAs and not properly account for the 

large range in a less important criterion.  
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4.2 COURSE OF ACTION COMPARISONS USING MULTI-ATTRIBUTE DECISION MAKING 

 Emerging Doctrine already addresses the preparation work for making a decision 

by introducing Design into the MDMP. As discussed in chapter 2, The New Doctrine 

forces leaders to think about what they want as an end state of the operation and more 

deliberately develop the criteria for the COA Comparison stage before the COA’s are 

developed. However, it does not correct the flawed comparison of the alternatives. 

Failure to address the spread of an attribute is intellectually unacceptable. (Edwards & 

Barron, 1994)   To address the flaw in the current MDMP and yield a process that is 

intellectually acceptable yet still acceptable in its resource requirements, I suggest an 

improved form of Multi-Attribute Decision Making as applied to the MDMP. 

 When probabilities are unavailable, using Multi-Attribute Decision Making 

(MADM) can help the decision maker to better understand the nature of the problem.  

MADM is a label for a larger group of methods of analyzing situations and describing 

ways to evaluate those situations so that decision makers can maximize the attractiveness 

(utility/ value) of an outcome. An attribute measures the performance of an alternative in 

relation to the objectives of the decision maker. The MDMP’s objectives and attributes 

are usually identical. For example, if the objective is to maximize force protection the 

attribute would measure how the different COA’s performed in force protection. A more 

detailed definition of this objective could provide more insight. However, since these 

attributes are considered proxy attributes, this could add a level of complication that is 

unnecessary in this stage of the MDMP (Keeney & Raiffa, Preferences and Value 

Tradeoffs, 1993). The specifics of each objective are determined in the war game phase 
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of the MDMP and therefore do not need to be repeated in this phase. The specific 

MADM tool that should replace the current decision matrix discussed in section 2.2 is a 

Simple Multi-Attribute Scoring Heuristic using Distance functions (SMASH-D). 

SMASH-D is an additive utility model that is best used when the underlying attributes are 

non- monotonic. This is usually quickly determined early in the problem definition 

because the measured attribute’s utility changes based on the environment (Edwards & 

Barron, 1994). For example, the utility of the weight of a weapon system may change 

based on the platform it is placed upon. If a Soldier has to carry the weapon, weights 

above a stated threshold can be a significant consideration. However, if the weapon 

system is mounted on a tank, weight is of little consequence. This consideration is most 

often addressed in the problem definition.  

 SMASH-D is a natural and appropriate methodology for use in the MDMP. One 

goal is to instill confidence and trust in any new procedure. If commanders do not trust 

the methodology, they certainly will not use it to make decisions. It has been shown that 

“most respondents prefer and have more trust in the results of procedures based on 

magnitude estimates than those based on indifference judgments” (Edwards & Barron, 

1994). These ideas lead to a methodology that is both simple and efficient. When using 

SMASH-D, we focused on scoring the COA’s in the MDPM. Therefore, many of the 

steps associated with some of the other Multi-Attribute Decision Aids are not necessary. 

Additionally, SMASH-D should be completed by a military staff possessing training and 

experience with each one of the Attributes. The unique portion of SMASH-D is the use of 

distance functions. The use of distance functions allows the decision maker to visually 
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express the magnitude of the differences of the ranked attributes’ weights on the decision 

(Riabacke, Danielson, Ekenberg, & Larsson, 2009). SMASH-D extends this technique to 

the ranking of each attribute across alternatives or COA’s.  

 Step 1:  Select the most important attribute and assign it a weight of 100. All other 

weights should be assessed against the most important attribute. Once the decision maker 

inputs this information the weights are normalized. In figure 10, normalization is 

computed according to equation (2): 

     𝑤𝑖
′ =

𝑤 𝑖
 𝑤 𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1

× 100            (2) 

 

 

Figure 10  SMASH-D Weighting method 

 

 Step 2:  In Step 2 the process in repeated except each attribute is given a utility 

rating from 0-100. The utilities are then divided by 100 in order to scale future 

calculations.  

Normalized

 weights

Speed 100 48.3091787

Force Protection 56 27.0531401

Simplicity 34 16.4251208

Civil Control 17 8.21256039

Weights 
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Figure 11 –SMASH-D Comparison Assessments 

 

Step 3: In step 3 the scaled utilities are computed according to Equation 3 and displayed 

in Table 4 and Figure 12 (Ragsdale, 1998). 

 

     COA(xj) = wi
′ui

′ (xij)
𝑛

𝑖=1
   (3) 

  

 

Speed

Direct 

Utility

Elicitation

Scaled 

Utilities

COA 1 90 0.9

COA 2 94 0.94

COA 3 100 1

Force Protection

COA 1 100 1

COA 2 98 0.98

COA 3 55 0.55

Simplicity

COA 1 16 0.16

COA 2 49 0.49

COA 3 95 0.95

Civil Control

COA 1 3 0.03

COA 2 100 1

COA 3 1 0.01

COA Comparison Assessments
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Table 4- SMASH-D COA Values  

 

 

Figure 12- MDMP Decision Matrix with SMASH-D 

  

 In Figure 12 and Table 4, the preferred COA has the greatest value. This is more 

intuitive then the current methodology’s “least is best” format. Additionally, SMASH-D 

accounts for the spread of the criteria, making it a more intellectually acceptable decision 

COA 1 0.734058
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aid. It is important to note that  SMASH-D yields a different COA selection. The ordinal 

rankings in Figure 10 and Figure 11 are identical to those in Table 1 and Table 2. The 

only difference is that the ranges are explicitly considered when using SMASH-D. This 

would suggest that it is possible for a staff to recommend an inferior COA to the 

commander using the currently employed methodology.  

 These results are further substantiated when implementing the well known Simple 

Multi-attribute Rating Technique using Swings (SMARTS) and its predecessor 

SMARTER (SMART exploiting Ranks) both of which are detailed by Edwards and 

Barron (1994). Figure 13 is the SMARTER result with the same scenario considered in 

Figure 9 and Figure 12. The SMARTER method matches the results of SMASH-D with 

slightly different values based on its calculation procedure.  
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Figure 13- MDMP Decision Matrix with SMARTER  

 
 I do not recommend the SMARTS or SMARTER method for use in Army 

operational or tactical planning because they take much of the “control” of the ranking 

procedure away from the decision make. This makes their acceptance by the ARMY 

unlikely. Additionally, both SMARTS and SMARTER require that the attribute be 

maximal on one alternative and set to 0 on another (Clemen & Reilly, 2001). This 

prevents the commander from easily identifying attributes that have low utilities across 

all of the alternatives, and may need more attention or complete redevelopment of the 
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COA’s. Therefore, SMASH-D should be adopted for use in the COA Comparison during 

the MDMP.  

 4.3 PROVIDING ADDITIONAL ANALYSIS TO THE DECISION MAKERS 

 Once the COA is selected, more information can be obtained which can be 

extremely helpful to a commander. Using the SMASH-D methodology makes that 

information fairly easy to gather and display. The first is a simplified version of the 

Decision-Focused Transformation of Additive Value (Dees, Dabkowski, & Parnell, 2010) 

which takes global value ranges and transforms them to local value ranges in order to 

magnify the difference between the COA’s. This is illustrated in Figure 14. While 

performing this process can yield extremely valuable information, it may be confusing 

and inappropriate for tactical level operators. When using SMASH-D, as presented in 

Figure 15, a similar analysis can be obtained by simply graphing a Max column where 

the attribute values are equal to their weight which maximizes utility for the decision. 
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Figure 14- MDMP Decision Matrix with Decision Focused Transformation 
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Figure 15-MDMP Decision Matrix with SMASH-D and Max COA    

 

In Figure 15, it is slightly easier to discern that each COA performs relatively well in 

maximizing utility, but Figure 14 indicated that the real discriminators in this decision 

are force protection and simplicity. Both methodologies are useful and are successful in 

displaying the information; however, Decision Focused Transformations might be better 

left to those who practice this more frequently.  

 One of the valuable pieces of information that SMASH-D provides is a sensitivity 

analysis. Figures 16-18 present graphs of the utilities of the COA’s as the we ights of each 

attribute are varied from 0 to 100. Figure 16 visually shows that COA2 deterministically 

dominates COA1 and COA3 regardless of the weight assigned to it. With this 
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information, the commander can ignore the speed of the operation since COA2 will 

always dominate the alternatives.  

 

 

Figure 16- Sensitivity analysis using Speed 

 
Figure 17 and Figure 18 show something different. COA 2 is only dominant when the 

weight of the attribute is greater than 6.26. Figure 17 shows the commander that if the 

importance of force protection drops below 6.26, COA 3 will be the preferred alternative. 

This is because the intersection of the two COA’s is located at (6.626, 0.854). With this 

information the commander can decide if it is possible and beneficial to increase his force 

protection levels so that it is no longer as important in the decision making process.  
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Figure 17- Sensitivity analysis using Force Protection  
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Figure 18 shows that, as simplicity becomes more important, COA3 becomes dominant. 

In this case the intersection of the two COA’s is located at (76.75, 0.8158); after this 

point COA3 is dominant.   

 

Figure 18- Sensitivity analysis using Simplicity 
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Figure 19- Sensitivity analysis using Civil Control 

 Figure 19 shows that COA 2 will be the preferred COA regardless of the weight 

placed on Civil Control.  

 From this sensitivity analysis the staff can recommend a COA that is supported by 

sensitivity analysis. Most importantly, the staff can look at the current weights and 

anticipate contingency operations based on possibly changing situations. This process 

facilitates an agile and adaptive staff that is more responsive and supportive to the 

operators on the ground.  
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Chapter 5: Implementation 

 

 SMASH-D already fits into the MDMP and only requires a small change in the 

Army’s current doctrine. Wide spread implementation should be fairly simple to achieve 

since there is already a block of instruction for new Captains for the current decision 

Matrix. The old methodology would just have to be replaced with the new one. 

Additionally, new Majors could be exposed to the new procedure while attending their 

intermediate level education. Eventually, FM 5-0 will need an update. This could come in 

the form of a change to the current manual or as part of an entirely new release. 

Unfortunately, the current model can lead to inferior COA’s being selected over those 

with a higher utility. This is a problem that should be addressed as quickly as possible. In 

this case the benefits far outweigh the cost of transition.  

 Despite the relative ease of the calculations involved in SMASH-D, computer 

software would speed up and reduce error in calculations. Since every computer in the 

Army already has a copy installed, Excel appears to be the most straight forward solution 

to wide spread deployment of the SMASH-D methodology. Dissemination of an excel 

add-in would make the standardization of the process even easier.  
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Chapter 6: Conclusion and Summary 

 It is important to remember that the final decision maker is the commander and 

not the software. However, the goal is to provide the commander with the information he 

needs to make a good decision. It is critical that the staff provides valid and reliable 

information to the process. SMASH-D is a proof of concept and first step in improving 

the process in which commanders select course of actions, but it is ultimately up to the 

commander to make those decisions and then manage the outcomes.   
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